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The Funerals of the Habsburg Emperors
In the Eighteenth Century
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1. Introduction
The dassic interpretation of the eighteenth century as aperiod
of transition-from sacred kingship to secular state, from a
divine-right monarchy to enlightened absolutism, from religion
to reason-neglects, so the editor of this volume suggests, aspects
of the continuing impact of religion on European royal culture
during this period, and ignores the fact that secularization does
not necessarily mean desacralization. If we take this point of
view, the complex relationship between monarchy and religion,
such as appears in funerals, needs to be revisited.
We still lack a comparative and detailed study of Habsburg
funerals throughout the entire eighteenth century. Although the
funerals of the emperors in general have been the subject of a
great deal of research, most historians have concentrated either
on funerals of individual ruIers before 1700, or on shorter periods
within the eighteenth century.l Consequently, the general view
I owe debts of gratitude to MeJana Heinss Marte! and Derek Beales for their
romments on an earlier version ofthis essay, and to ThomasJust fi'om the Haus-, Hofund Staatsarchiv, Vienna, for unbureaucratic access to the relevant source material.
I Most attention has heen paid to Emperor Maximilian 1. Cf., among olhers, Peter
Schmid, 'Sterben-Tod-Leichenbegängnis Kaiser Maximilians 1.', in Lothar Kolmer
(ed.), Der Tod des A1iichtigen: Kult und Kultur des Sterbe1l5 spätmittelalterlicher Herrscher
(Paderborn, 1997), 185-215; Elisaheth Scheicher, 'Kaiser Maximilian plant sein
Denkmal', Jahrbuch des kunsthislmischen Museums Wien, I (1999), 81-117; Gabriele Voss, 'Der
Tod des Herrschers: Sterbe- und Beerdigungsbrauchtum beim Übertritt vom Mittelalter
in die frühe Neuzeit am Beispiel der Kaiser Friedrich IH., Maximilian L und Kar! V:
(unpuhlished Diploma thesis, University ofVienna, 1989). Much less work has been done
on later rulers. Cf. Achim Auernhammer and Friedrich Däuble, 'Die Exequien für
Kaiser Kar! V. in Augsburg, Brüssel und Bologua', Archiv für Kulturgeschichte, 62/63
(1980/81), 10I~-57; Kar! Vocelka, 'Die Begräbnisfeierlichkeiten für Kaiser Maximilian H.
'576/77', Mitteilungen des Ostemichischen Staatsarchivs, 84 (1976), 105-36; Elisaheth Wolfik,
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of eighteenth-century religion in the Habsburg monarchy is
dominated by a strong Counter-Reformation Catholicism and
its dynastie expression as Pietas Austriaca in the earlier part of the
century,2 and by the period of Enlightenment reform after the
death of Emperor Charles VI (I7II-40)' Several studies show
that, under the influence of Jansenism and Enlightenment
philosophy, monarchs reduced their ritual participation in the
holy mass. Court eeremonial was aeeordingly modified, and
various expressions of Austrian baroque Catholicism were
restricted (including processions, pilgrimages, and the veneration
of the Virgin Mary and the saints, among others). 3 From the
eighteenth eentury to the present day, the interpretation of this
transition from ostentatious baroque forms of religious expression to the more private eontemplation of the 'essence' of
Catholicism has been ambivalent. On the one hand it has been
read as indicating a decline, and on the other, a purification, of
religion. 4
If we look more closely, however, it is clear that this somewhat
schematic view of the position of religion in the context of royal
"'\Vas auf solches unSer Ewiglich, absterben unser F'ürstliches Begrebnus belange ... ":
Tod, Begräbnis und Grablege Erzherzog Ferdinands 11. von Tirol (1529' 1595) als
Beispiel für einen "Oberschichten tod" in der Frühen Neuzeit' (unpublished Diploma
thesis, University ofVienna, 2000); Johannes Ramharter, 'Apotheose Kaiser RudolfS II.',
in Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien (ed.), ?rag um 16'00: Kunst und Kultur am H(ife Kaiser
Rudofft Il., exhibition catalogue (Freren, 1988), ii. 200; Michael Brix, 'Trauergerüste für
die Habsburger in Wien', Wiefwr Jahrbuchfiir Kunstgeschichte, 26 (1973), 201-65. Important
aspects of the 18th century are dealt v,;th in Magdalena Hawlik-van de Water, Der schöne
Tod: ;;:eremonialstrukturen des Wiener Hofes bei Tod und BegriJ.'bnis ZU/Ischen 1640 und IJ/o
(Vienna, 1989) and Waltraud Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer bei den österreichischen
Habsburgern 174.0-1780 dargestellt im Spiegel des Hofzeremoniells' (unpublished Ph.D.
thesis, University ofVienna, 2001). Kar! Vocelka and Lynne Heller, Die private Welt der
Habsburger: Leben und Alltag einer Familie (Graz, 1998), and eid., Die Lebensweil der Habsburger:
K'ultur- und Mentalilätsgeschichte einer Familie (Graz, 1997) provide good and well-illustrated
overv~ews of the whole early modern and modern period, For the European context see
Dirk Reimann, Vom Himmel ffiuiJ.'hlt: Herrscheriod und Herrscherbegrahnis im Zeitalter Ludwigs
XlV. (Ka~sel, 2002).
2 R. J W. Evans, The Afaking rif the Habsburg Monarchy, 155ffQoo (Oxford, 1979); Anna
Coreth, Pielas Austnaca: Österreichische Friimmigkeit im Barock (2nd edn.; Vienna, 1982),
English edn.: Pietu,s Austriaca (West Lafayette, lnd., 2004),
S Elisabeth Kovacs, 'Kirchliches Zeremoniell am Wiener Hof des 18. Jahrhunderts im
Wandel von Mentalität und Gesellschaft', Alitteilungen des Osterreichischen Staatsarchivs, 32
(1979), 109-42; Franz Wehr!, 'Der "neue Geist": Eine Untersuchung der Geistesrich·
tungen des Klerus in 'Vien VOll 1750"1790', j\litteilungen des Österreichischen SlllfltJarchivs, 20
(19 67), 36 - Il 4'
4 Kovacs, 'Kirchliches Zeremoniell', 140"'2,

culture must be further differentiated. Thus the funerals of
emperors in the early modern period reveal that religion was
losing it8 primary function of providing a framework and set of
rules for dealing ritually with death. In the eighteenth century, it
was one framework for action among others. Something that in
the Middle Ages would have inspired fear and terror, a sudden
death (mors repentina), affiicted two emperors in the eighteenth
century, without being seen as anything especially significant.
The importance of doctors and of court eeremonial for strueturing the final days of the dying ruler grew, and the function of the
family changed. Instead of providing a prayer eommunity, it
beeame a group of individuals suffering a painful loss. And
finally, the death of the ruler, whieh in the seventeenth century
had appeared to be accompanied by supernatural phenomena
such as visions, was now presented as a natural~although sometimes grisIy-phenomenon. 5
Given this background, the aim of this essay is to take a step
forward by analysing funerals over a longer period of time. It
will focus on two aspeets: first, it will look at the relationship
between continuity and change in the ritualistic and symbolic
forms of the funeral; and, secondly, taking aeeount of the distinction between secularization and desaeralization, it will ask whieh
of the interpretations can be applied to these eomplex symbolic
settings. However, to analyse a ritual which links religious and
political culture is a difficult task, especially when both aspects
are simultaneously undergoing dramatic ehanges. Three points
need to be made in this context.
First, the concept of religion was fundamentally transformed in
the eighteenth century. Emperor Francis I (I745~65), who was
gre?-tly influenced by Jansenist thought, saw hirnself as
'L'Eremite dans le monde', and his son,Joseph II (1765/80-90),
introduced extensive ecdesiastical reforms, which overthrew
many popular forms of baroque piety. In addition, religion
underwent a process of internal differentiation resulting in such
diverse movements as Jansenism, Methodism, and Deism.
Religious expression might even be disregarded, in particular, by
the numerous officials and members of the elite, many of whom
stopped attending mass or ridiculed it, especially from the I7908
Mark Hengerer, The Deaths oJ the Habsburg Emperors and the 1ran.rformation qf Royal
Religious Culture in the Eighteentft Century (in preparation).

on. 6 And as far as scholars are concerned, they have very ditlerent criteria for deciding whether a phenomenon can be called
religious or not: the religious experience of historical actors, the
explicit use of signs and symbols with religious connotations, and
internal or external reference to meaning or transcendence. 7
Despite their differences, these options point the historian
towards analysing the use of religiously coded signs, and thus to
examine the elements of a process of communication. This
communicative behaviour can be understood or not understood,
accepted or even rejected by contemporaries. 8 However, the fact
that all a funeral rite needs to succeed is for nobody to act in a
way that contravenes it, means that people can take part in it
without actually having to share the belief on which it is based.
Discrepancies between forms of religious expression and religious
experience may leave behind traces which, taken together, can
seem like a desacralization of the rituaL But where the discrepancy between religious experience and expression can be so large
without necessarily being visible in the situation of a funeral,
there is great deal of latitude for widely varying individual interpretations and accounts of religious statements. Olle example is
the highly controversial integration of ancient philosophies, such
as stoicism, or ancient symbols of life and death, into the intellectual stock and visual imagery ofChristianity.9
6 Hans Hollerweger, 'Die gottesdienstlichen Reformen Josephs IL und ihre
Auswirkungen auf die Frömmigkeit des Volkes', Zeitschriftfir Kirchengeschichte, 94 (1983),
5z-65. at 60-3. For the impact of sacred architecture cf. U rsula Brassette, Die inszenierung
des Sakralen: Das theatralische Raum~ und Ausstattungsprogramm süddeutscher Barockkirchen in seinem
litu~f!)schen und zeremoniellen Kontext, 2 vols. (Weimar, :2002), i.
7 Horst Firsching and Matthias Schlegel, 'Religiöse Innerlichkeit und Geselligkeit:
Zum Verhältnis vOn Erfahrung, Kommunikabilität und Sozialität-umer besonderer
Berücksichtigung des Religionsverständnisses Friedrich Schleiermachers" in Hartmann
Tyrell, Volkhard Krech, and Hnbert Knoblauch (eds.), Religion als Kommunikation
(Würzburg, 1998), 31-81; Hubert Knoblauch, 'Transzendenzerfahrung und symbolische
Kommunikation: Die phänomenologisch orientierte Soziologie und die kommunikative
Thomas Luckmann, Die unsichtbare Religion
Konstruktion der Religion', ibid.
(Frankfurt am Main, 1991); Günter
Impli;dte Religion; ThoriRgeschichiliche urul theoretische Untmm:hungen zum Problem ihrer ldentifikiltion (Würzburg, 2001).
8 Horst Firsching, 'Warum "Kommunikation"? Auf welche Problemstellungen reagieren
kommunikationstheoretische Ansätze in der Soziologie-insbesondere in der Religionssoziologie?', in Tyrell, Krech, and Knoblauch (eds.), Rdigion als Kommunikation, ]87240, at
2°3-23; NikIas Luhmann, 'Religion als Kommunikation', ibid. 135-45, at 145. Byadopling
such a theoretical framework, we can define indicators of the degree of religiousness of a
given monarch's funeral: the presence of direct, indirect, or attributed religious commurucalion, of religious frameworkE, and their respeclive strength and prevalence.
9 Derek Beales, 'Chrislians and "Philosophes": Thc Case ofthe Austrian Enlightenment',
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The second point to be made is that in the political culture of
the eighteenth century, rituals with strong religious elements
relating to the ruler became much less important. This applied
even to coronations. Although they continued to be held in the
empire, even the monarchs themselves regarded them more as a
historical spectacle than as an event crucial to the basis of their
rule. A classic example is Goethe's account in Dichtung und
Wahrheit, where Maria Theresa watches parts of the coronation
of Emperor Francis land ofJoseph II with amusement (which
did not prevent such scenes from being depicted on her sarcophagus). In the Habsburg hereditary lands, Joseph n refused coronation as king in Bohemia and Hungary, and renounced most of
the homages (Erbhuldigungen). Later emperors of Austria, in the
nineteenth century, were no longer crowned as such. This
renunciation of the traditional form of inaugurating a reign
created no visible problems for the establishment of monarchical
rule.
It was not possible to dispense with royal funerals. However, in
contrast, for example, to France in the sixteenth century, \vithin
the Habsburg monarchy the funeral rite was not a legal requirement for the continued existence of dynastie rule. 1O By comparison, the funerals of the Habsburg emperors were much more open
to diverse cultural influences, such as, for example, debates about
what a monarchy should be. Yet in terms of expense and public
attention, they were an important part of the representation of the
monarchy, traditionally underlining the unity of secular power
and religious mission in the 'res publica christiana' by means of
grand, ritualized interaction between nobles and commoners. This
can be seen in the sumptuous and well-documented exequies for
Emperor Charles V (I5I9~56) held in Brussels. 1l At the end ofthe
early modern process of state-building, however, this interactive
in id. and Geoffrey Best (eds.), History, Society and the Churches: Essays in Honour of Owen
Chaduick (Cambridge, 1985), 169--g4; reprinted in Derek Beales, Enlightenment und Riform in
Eighteenth-Century Europe (London, zooS), 60-89. For a contemporary discussion see
Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, 'Wie die Alten den Tod gebildet: Eine Untersuchung'
(Berlin, 176g), in Hugo Blümner (ed.). Lessings Werke, ix pt. 2: Antiquarische Briife: Wie die
Alten den Tod gebildet. Kleine Schrijlen und Nachlaß antiquarisch-archäologischen Inhalts (Berlin,
1886), 283-:368.
10 Ralph Giesey, The RQyal Funeral Ceremony in Renaissance France (Geneva, 1960) and
Gustav Turba, Die Grundlagen der pragmatischen Sanktion, pt. z: Die Hausgesetze (Leipzig, 1912).
" Auernhammer and Däuble, 'Exequien für Kaiser Kar! V:, Iz6, with reference to
Ihe exequies in Brussels.
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model of society alm ost came to an end. Once events such as
coronations or funerals were staged, they were in danger of being
seen, in the spirit of the Enlightenment, merely as ceremonial acts
or even as folkloric traditions. If we therefore take the funeral as
the dependent variable, and both political and religious culture as
two independent, though interdependent, variables, it becomes
clear that the consequences for one side or the other can easily be
misleading.
My third point is that a royal funeral was not a single coherent
event or ritual, but a sequence of several events and rites, each
with different participants and different forms of participation.
:Firmly rooted in the public sphere, it consisted of several active
and passive participants, as weB as spectators who watched
proceedings, read about them later on in the press, or viewed
them in prints. The sequence of events beginning with the
emperor's death and continuing to the end of the exequies was
filled "..,ith prayers, services, sermons, the ringing of church beUs,
processions, the attendance of priests, and so on. However, these
religious manifestations were accompanied by more profane, yet
still highly relevant, layers of communication comprising political,
organizational, and especially ceremonial aspects. In addition,
there was the contribution of the arts, whose often ambiguous
s)'mbolism only partially reflected Christian interpretations of the
event. The authors of the records fixed the end of the burial as the
point when the keys of the coffin were put into the treasure vault
on the day after the monarch's corpse had been deposited in the
Capuchin crypt in Vienna. 12 This shows why the identification of
any one decisive analytical framework for an event which itself
consisted of innumerable events over aperiod of weeks, or the
identification of one definitive level of communication is questionable, even if we adopt fluid concepts such as 'ritual', 'ceremonial',
or 'Gesamtkunstwerk'.13 There were many distinctions \vith
regard to the degree of participation in the funeral (from being
responsible for the planning to simply hearing the beUs ringing by
chance, from being present at the time to hearing or reading
12 Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Virnna (hencefonh HHSA). Altere Zeremonialakten
(hcnceforth Ä:zA), K 23, Konv. t Joseph L, fos. 22 Ir 'Womit der traurige actus geendigt
hat' (Herew~th this sad event has cornI' to an cndt
13 Giesey, Rq~al Funeral Cermwny, refers in his introduction to 'ceremonial' and 'ritual';
for the concept of 'Gesamtkunstwerk' cf. Vocelka and Heller, Lehenswelt der llahshurger,
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about the proceedings later on). There were also different perspectives on the events, determined, for example, by the position of the
onlooker in the crowds or, in the case of etchings, by the viewpoint
of the engraver. Any individual could not experience all of them,
of course, but they make a difference to the meaning attributed to
funerals in royal religious culture. Unfortunately, lack of space
means that they cannot be discussed in detail here.
This essay, therefore, cannot attempt more than abrief reconstruction of the elements of the funeral central to the question of
how royal ceremonial changed. For this reason its main divisions
are not chronological, but reflect the boundaries between highly
traditional, ritualized, and interactive events on the one hand
and the more dynamic, artistic expressions, be they of an
ephemeral or lasting nature, on the other. Changes in religious
attitudes are traced largely by examining the clearly religious
aspects of the ritual and the language of artistic signs and
symbols in the monuments. Space does not permit a discussion
of the subjective and many-Iayered process of reception, or of
the significance of the various media for this process. In addition,
I will concentrate almost exclusively on the Habsburg emperors,
at the expense of the empresses and the princes of the blood. As
I will be discussing rituals with long traditions, it will at times be
necessary to widen the temporal scope of the discussion.
II. Funeral qf the Monarch
I.

Ceremonial Check-Lists

As the traditional character of royal funerals in Austria was primarily the result of the traditionalism of Habsburg ceremonial, it
might be useful to start by outlining the relevant organizational
procedures. Before the reign ofFerdinand III (1637-57), the House
of Habsburg had neither a fixed burial site nor an established
funeral rite, despite the significance of Prague as the burial place
of the Emperors Ferdinand I (1556-64), Maximilian II (1564,6),
and Rudolf II (1576-1612). However, there was an established
sequence of events, comprising a temporary lying-in-state of the
corpse, a grandiose procession with mourning-horses leading
directly to the burial site where the exequies were held, and a final
deposition of the coffin. Detailed instructions containing further
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infonnation were often not available when monarchs or members
of the dynasty expired. 14 For example, when Archduchess Maria
rued in Linz in 1556, the official in charge had to make enquiries
about where she should be interred: in the local monastery or
parish church, or in Vienna? The fact that the entrails of the
Habsburg Emperor Frederick III (r45293) had been buried in the
parish church in Linz, was, to the Emperor's mind, a decisive
argument in favour of the Archduchess ly:ing there as weH. But he
added that she should be laid to rest in such a way that her father,
Maximilian 11, could easily move her remains elsewhere if he so
wished. 15
When Emperor Maximilian 11 hirnself died in 1576, his son
Rudolf 11 consulted several princes about the proper place of
burial, and this time Prague was chosen because of earlier royal
interments there. 16 None the less, in r612, on the death ofRudolf,
his younger brother and successor Matthias (r612~19) again deliberated with his privy counsellors 'when, where, and how' the
corpse of the Emperor should be consigned to the grave. 17 He
also turned to his relatives concerning his hated predecessor's
funeral. It may be because of their advice that Rudolf 11 eventually received a funeral worthy of an emperor: 'in my opinion, one
should observe exactly the same solemnities as at the funeral of
our beloved ancestor and father, Emperor Ferdinand I, and of
Emperor Maximilian 11 of most laudable memory, which should
be imitated wherever possible'. 18 Imitation was thus the key to
the fonn taken by a funeraP9 But personal memory was not
usually sufficient, as the newly devised procession for Rudolf 11
shows. And it is characteristic of the high degree of contingency
that the main organizers were not imperial or court officials, but
royal Bohemian officials, who found it necessary to state that
Rudolf 11 had to have an imperial funeral. 20
An outstanding exception was Maximilian I. See Scheicher, 'Kaiser Maximilian·.
HHSA Hausarchiv, Familienakten (henceforth HA FA), K. 60, Konv. 2, fos. 4--g.
16 Vocelka, 'Begräbnisfeierlichkeiten', 113 esp. n. 41.
[7 Cf. HHSA HA FA K. 65, Konv. 'i RudolfIl., 23. Feb. 1612.
[8 HHSA HA FA K. 65, Konv. t RudolfII. Archduke Albrecht to Matthias, Brussels,
4 May 1612 (in response to Matthias's demand of 4 Apr. 1612). Tbc officials "Tote that
the funeral should not be performed 'in a worse manner' than that of Ma.ximilian II (ibid.
16 Aug. 1612).
[9 Cf. Brix, 'Trauergcrüste', 217-18; Vocelka, 'Begnibnisfeierlichkeiten', "3, ll6;
Wolfik, 'Tod, Begräbnis und Grablege'.
20 HHSA HA FA K. 65, Konv. t Rudolfs II., 16 Aug. 1612.
B
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~1atthias's own funeral broke with the tradition of burial in
Prague. Deprived of power by his successor while still alive, he
was buried, fifteen years after his death, in the then inconspicuous crypt of the new Capuchin church in Vienna which his wife,
Anna (died 1618) had founded for them both in her last will
dating from 1617.21 His successor Emperor Ferdinand II
(1619-37) selected his horne town, Graz in Styria, as his burial
site. There he had erected an outstanding mausoleum for the
inner-Aus tri an branch of the Habsburg dynasty. The last funeral
procession that had had to convey the body over such a distance
to its final resting place, however, had been held some sixty years
before, and in 1637 new, detailed plans had to be made for the
exequies in both Vienna and Graz. 22 The records of the
Reichskanzlei were consulted to find out how the imperial princes
had previousIy been invited to hold exequies for the emperor,
but many other aspects, apart from the traditional sequence of
events, were determined by contingency. The Bishop of Vienna
had ofIered to perform the religious hymns and chants. As the
corpse of Ferdinand II had already been deposited in the
Augustinian monastery in Vienna, it was arranged for the
exequies to be held in the church of St Augustine, which also
served as court church. An order was given to see whether any
black clothes remained from the funeral of Emperor Matthias.
(They were found in the Käniginnenkloster.) It was further
decided that, if the old funeral insignia could be reused, they
should be taken to Graz and then carried back again to Vienna.
For the exequies, two or more different models of a castmm dolons
for the church of St Augustine were ordered, and it was
discussed whether they should be illuminated by wax-candles or
by oil-Iamps. A tin coffin was prepared, and the inscription
discussed; the seating of the knights of the Order of the Golden
Fleece in Vienna and the proceedings in Graz were agreed
upon; and instructions for the exequies in the territories were
given.
It was only during the reign of Ferdinand III that this lack of
continuity came to an end. Residing mainly in Vienna, the
Emperor had used the Iocal Capuchin crypt of Matthias and
21

Hawlik-van de Water, Der schOne Tod, 43~4. The church was built between 1622 and
the crypt was completed in 1633.
HHSA HA FA K. 66, Konv. 2, fos. I1~20.

Anna as the burial place for several of his children who died
early, for his wives, and far his son, King Ferdinand IV (died
1654).23 This marks a turning point both in the choice of the
burial site and the performance of the funerals: Vienna became
the final resting place for members of the Habsburg dynasty and
the major elements, comprising the funeral procession (which
had once reftected the unity of the empire), the exequies, and the
burial, were reorganized. Divided into the lying-in-state, procession, and burial, the process officially ended only weeks later
when the castrum doloris was ready for the court exequies. 24 The
written plans for the burial of Ferdinand IV describe all of this:
the lying-in-state of the corpse and the imperial insignia in the
King's antechamber, where an altar had to be erected for the
reading of services; the procession from the antechamber
through the court church of St Augustine to the Capuchin crypt,
with the chamberlains as pall-bearers (here, reference was made
to the example of Empress Leopoldina who had died in 1649);
the burial of the deceased's he art in the Loreto chapel in the
court church of St Augustine and of his entrails in St Stephen's
Cathedral; the number of participating clergy, ambassadors, and
nobles; the tapestries adorning the palace, the clothing of the
court staff; and the exequies to take place weeks later in the
church of St Augustine with a great castrum doloris. There were
already records that could be used as models far the announcement letters, as well as precedents for the ringing of the bells,
and the arrangement of the services. 25
Above all, it was the institution of systematic ceremonial
records in the early 1650s26 that established the funeral of King
Ferdinand IV in 1654 as a basic model for the future. Thereafter,
whenever an emperar died, a committee of courtiers responsible
23 Hawlik-van de Water, Der schone Tod, 44. The rem oval of Empress Maria Anna's
body from Linz, where she died in 1646, to Vienna, was the model for the transfer of
Archduke CarlJoseph's corpse who also died (1664) in Linz (HHSA HA FA Konv. 12).
24 Brix, 'Trauergerüste', 218-19.
25 HHSA HA FA K. 8, Konv. t Ferdinand IV. 1654, 'Puncta'.
26 Jeroen Duindam, 'Ceremonial Staffs and Paperwork at Two Courts: France and
the Habsburg Monarchy C.1550· 1720', in Klaus Malettke and Chantal Grell (eds.),
HoJi;eselischaft und Höflinge an europäischen FürstenhöJen in der frühen Neuzeit (J5·-J8. Jh.)
(Münster, 2001), 369,,88; Mark Hengerer, 'Die Zeremonialprotokolle und weitere
Quellen zum Zeremoniell des Kaiserhofes', in Thomas Winkelbauer, Martin Scheutz,
andJosefPauser (eds.), Oyellenkunde der Habsburgermonarchie (J6. bis J8.Jahrhundert): Ein exemplarisches Handbuch (Vienna, 2004), 76-93.
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for planning the funeral reviewed these detailed records and
cautiously adapted proceedings to the precedents they contained.27 This was the case when Ferdinand III died in 1657. In
1705, onlyan hour after the death of Leopold I (1658-1705), the
High Steward (Obersthrifmeister) and the Lord Chamberlain
(Oberstkämmerer) discussed the preparations for the lying-in-state,
the post mortem, the embalming and robing of the corpse,
provision for a first coffin and receptacles für the heart and for
the coffin, the fitting of the Knight's Chamber (Ritterstube) with
altars and black cloths, the guards, and the music. The rest of
the arrangements were discussed at a council meeting with other
court officials on the next day. At this meeting, the ceremonial
records of r657 (concerning the death of Ferdinand IU) were
read, and thus became, with only a few variations, the guidelines
for the funeral of Leopold L As usual, after the funeral, a
detailed description was integrated into the records. 28
The death of Joseph I (1705-11) followed a similar pattern.
The High Steward ordered the consultation of the 'Protocollum
de anno 1654' to check a detail concerning the lying-in-state;29
after everything was prepared for the lying-in-state, the already
customary coundl meeting was held. It began with a reading of
die re cords from the years 1654 and 1705 (that is, the funerals of
Ferdinand IV and Leopold I). These descriptions, because of
their extreme elaborateness, were taken as a guideline, and
many of the rituals were executed again with some small adaptations. 30 After the death of Charles VI (I71I-40) in the Favorita
palace ne ar Vienna, a council meeting of the same type was
convened. Again, reports of former funerals were read from the
ceremonial records. This time the deaths of the Emperors
Leopold (1705) and Joseph (1711) were selected. Eventually
Some early examples: after the death ofhis firstborn son in 1701, Leopold I ordered
of the description of an earl;e!' fi!'stborn prince's funeral, held in 1668, trom thc
in Ceremonialibus and decided that (with minimal differences) everything
should be done in the same way as in 1668 (HHSA AZA K. 20, Konv. t Archduke
Leopold, [0.
For the burial of Char1es VI's firstborn son in 1716, the same descrip!ion served as an
(ibid. [0. 436v). Wben a couneil meeting was called 10 deliberate the details of the fimeral 01' an archduchess who had died of smallpox in 1703, thc
cOUr! officials took the [ulleral of another prilleess, who also died of smallpox in 16g6. as
a model
AZA K. 20, Konv. t Archduchess MariaJosepha 1703)'
21l
Zeremonialakten, Protokolle (henceforth ZA Prot.) 7. los. 333'-362v.
29 HHSA AZA K. 23, Konv. t Joseph 1, [0. 13; ZA Pro!. 7, fo. 41v.
:lO HHSA ZA Prot. 7, fos. ,14" 45; AZA K. 23, Konv. t Joseph L, los. 22 ff.
a

Leopold's burial was chosen as the relevant precedent, while
Joseph's funeral was regarded only as a reference. 31 vVhen
Francis I died in Innsbruck in 1765, the first measures (initial
lying-in-state, removal of the body to Vienna) were taken 'out of
necessity', without consulting the ceremonial records at a
meeting of court officials,32 but as soon as the court arrived back
in Vienna, those in charge held another meeting and referred to
the records, this time taking the funeral of Charles VI as a
model. 33
The imitation of earlier funerals as described in the ceremonial records reinforced tradition al forms of religious expression
and monarchical representation as they had evolved at the
height of the Counter-Reformation in the mid-seventeenth
century. The lying-in-state, the exequies (with the exception of
the castrum dolons, which was subject to changes in artistic taste),
the procession, and the burial,34 therefore, all retained their
essential form, making small but significant changes more visible.
1he Lying-in-State

For the lying-in-state, the emperor's heart and entrails were
removed and put into receptacles, which were displayed with the
corpse and a stoup on a temporary structure in the Ritterstube,
situated before the emperor's antechamber in the Hofburg. The
3l HHSA AZA K. 39, Kony. t Kar! VI., fos. 11 f[ The changes made to Leopold's
funeral referred to the transfer of the corpse to the Hofburg (cf. Stangl. 'Tod und
Trauer', 161-2); this is why it also becarne relevant for the Iying-in-state (cf. the copy in
HHSA HA FA K. 67, Konv. t Karl VI., fos. 18-23). Maria Theresa approved the
council's proposition but no ted that the 'protocol cannot have been properly consulted'
(10.18).
32 HHSA.Ä.ZA K. 69, Kony. ll, fo. 7.1'; quotation from Rudolfvon Khevenhüller:\1etsch and Hanns Schlitter (eds.), Aus der Zeit Alaria Theresias: Tagebuch des FiirstenJohann
Josif Khevenhfiller-lvfetsch, kaiserlichen Obersthqftncisters, 171cc' [776, 8 vols. (Vienna, 1907/11), vi.
1117·
:;:; Ibid. 132. Cf. HHSA.Ä.ZA K. 69, Konv. ll, fos. 51-3. Two interesting details: the
court officiaIs disagreed on whether pleureuses had been worn in 174.0, and finally decided
in fayour of thern so that the funeral would not be of minor decorurn; and when the
proposition was ready, the officials asked for permission tormally to include the deseription of the !uneral ('ausführliche schrnerzhame beschreibung') in the 'Protocollum
Aulicllrn in Cerernonialibus' as a guideline. Joseph II gave his plaCei and rernarked: 'nur
soll für zukünftige zeiten in denen Protocollen alles auf das Genaueste aufgemerkt
werden, auch jenes was schon zu Insprug gesehehen ist (tor the Ihtllre, everything is to be
noted in the greatest detail in the records, including everything that happened in
Innsbruck)' .
34 Vocelka and Heller, ube,.~welt der Habsburger, 288-304. Further details ean be found
in Hawlik-van de Water, Der schiine Tod; StangL 'Tod und Trauer'.
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body was robed in black court costume and surrounded by
candles and insignia, including funeral crowns, a crucifix below
the feet, and another placed in the hands. The room, and other
parts of the palace, were hung with black draperies. Four altars
were erected, and priests read services from morning until
midday; one or more chaplains, several monks, two chamberlains, two valets, and two commoners prayed, each for one hour,
throughout the whole day and night; twice during the day the
court clerics, accompanied by the court musicians, sang the
psalm Miserere mei Deus, and performed a consecration; the beIls
in the city rang from midday until I p.m.;35 and for three consecutive days anyone who wanted to could enter the room and view
the dead monarch. From Leopold I to Charles VI, almost no
changes occurred in this part of the funeral ceremonial. Even
when Francis I died in Innsbruck, his corpse lay in state in an
improvised but exactly similar way in the great hall of the
Innsbruck palace, which was adapted for the purpose; the lyingin-state was repeated in Vienna in the tradition al way.36
Changes were rare, but those that did occur show the extent
to which the lying-in-state became formalized, as a few examples
may demonstrate. Whereas in 170I the court chaplain had
performed the spiritualia along with the other participants,37 in
17II the court chaplains refused to take part in the ceremony of
the Emperor's lying-in-state, arguing that they had received a
dispensation from Joseph I's High Steward. In the years that
followed, a compromise was reached by which fewer members of
the court clergy were delegated. 38 The lying-in-state of Francis I
in Innsbruck in 1765 was conducted merely as a traditional and
ceremonial duty,39 and the plan to put an empty coffin on
35 Hawlik-van de Water, Der schone Tod, 50-2; Stangl, Tod und Trauer', 164-89. For
Leopold II cf. Helga Peham, Leopold Il. Herrscher mit weiser Hand (Graz, 1987), 302, 304.
Astonishingly, in the 18th century Sunday was increasingly considered to be inappropriate for the vigil.
36 Khevenhüller-Metsch and Schlitter (eds.), Tagebuch des Fürsten Khevenhüller-Metsch, vi.
133-.6.
37 HHSA ÄZA K. 20, Konv. t ErzherzogJoseph, 1701, fo. 434.
38 Stangl, Tod und Trauer', 180.
39 'daß der entblichene Leichnamm zwar mit allem in der Eile möglichen Apparatu
exponiret, sodann aber zu Wasser nacher Wienn zur förmlich solennen Begräbnus transportiret' (so that, of course, the deceased body lies in state with all the decorum possible
given the urgency of time, then, however, it be transferred to the sole mn interment at
Vienna by boat). Khevenhüller-Metsch and Schlitter (eds.), Tagebuch des Fürsten
Khevenhüller-Metsch, vi. 127.

display in Vienna because of the stench of the corpse reveals that
the robust religious concept of requiem masses and prayers in
the presence ofthe deceased had faded. 40
Astronger differentiation between matters of religion and
state may be seen in other circumstances. One example is the
relocation of the lying-in-state, which was moved out of both
private and state apartments. Usually, archdukes lay in state in
their private apartments, but in 1761 one partiCltlar room was
considered too smalI, so that the Archbishop of Vienna was
asked to approve the use of the court chapel for the purpose. 41
He did so and later this relocation became the norm. Thus
Maria Theresa (1740-80) lay in state in the chapel of the palace
ofSchönbrunn,42 andJoseph II (1765/80-90) in the court chapel
of the Hofburg in Vienna. Although from this time on a church
was always chosen as the site of the lying-in-state, the transformation of apartments or antechambers into sacred spaces indicates a greater willingness to allow the religious dimensions of
the funeral to expand into wider areas than an already consecrated church. This process could be described as 'interfusion v.
differentiation'. Moreover, in 1763 the duration of the lying-instate of corpses of archdukes had already been reduced to n\'o
days. As compensation, ~1aria Theresa had the requiem masses
started before the beginning of the lying-in-state;43 even this
compensation was missing whenJoseph II lay in state for only
one day.44 The fact that he was dressed in the uniform of a field
40 Ibid. 133; 'und auf das Parade-Gerüst im Ritter=Saal aufgesezt worden. Den ersten
Tag hat der durch die große Hize aufgegährte Leib starck gerochen: Zwischen d. 28 und
goten dieses Monaths muß man in der ~ acht die Veranstaltung getroffen haben, daß
derselbe in die karser!. Grufft in aller Stille ist beygesezet worden, massen gestern nicht
der mindeste wiedrige Geruch zuverspüreu war, mithin dieses nur ein Schall=Gerüst ist'
([The c0tpse of the Emperor] was deposited in the cas/rum dolons in the Ritter-SaaL On
the first day the body, swollen by the
heat, emitted a strong stench. Between the
adecision must have been taken quietly to
28th and goth of this month, during the
bury the same in the imperial vault, since yesterday not thc least bad smell could be
noticed. Hence the castrum doloris is only astage), Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart, A 16a
Büschel
dispatch by Friedrich Staub, Vienna 3[ Aug. 1765.
41
'Tod und Trailer', [67. Since 1761 the great chapel in the Hofhurg had been
the place
the lying-in-state. The Archbishop had to give his consent as this was a
bishop's privilege. HHSA 1\'euere Zeremonialakten, K. 18, fos. lO6v, lO7.
42 Stangl, 'Tod und Trailer', 169.
43 Ibid. 165,
44 Kar! Gutkas
KaiIer Joseph If. (Vienna, 1989), 452; a three-day lying-in-state had
been planned but not carried out (HHSA ÄZA K. 92, Konv. t Joseph H.;; for the
uniform ibid. fo. 66.

marshal may be attributed to the abolition of Spanish court
dress, but it also reflects the monarch's perceived role as a statesman. The mourning clothes of the attending courtiers had also
changed from long black coats to the more elegant campagne
mourning clothes.45

1he Funeral Procession and the Bunal
From 1654 on, the funeral procession was a well-organized
parade involving hundreds of people, including almost all the
clergy of Vienna, courtiers of the inner circle, representatives of
the Estates and the government, members of the university, poor
people from the almshouses, and soldiers. 46 After the deceased's
heart and entrails had been buried,47 clergy, courtiers, and
members of the dynasty met in the hall where the laying-in-state
was being held; the priests sang the De Prrfundis and consecrated
the dead emperor. The chamberlains then lifted the coffin and,
accompanied by members of the dynasty and a few other participants, carried it along a corridor to the court church of St
Augustine. The procession was later swollen by the addition of
those who were waiting there. Before the coffin was taken to the
Capuchin church, the funeral insignia were attached to ie As the
procession, now lit by lanterns, passed over a specially erected
walkway, the court musicians sang the Aliserere and the bells were
rung. 48 The order of the procession genera511y followed that of
the funeral of Ferdinand IV, but it was later changed slightly in
response to some alterations in the court ceremonial. 49
These changes were unrelated to religious matters, but they
Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer', 179-80.
For the va,ying presencc of members of the dynasty cf: ibid. 215-16; Hawlik-van de
Water, Der schiine Tod, 65. This depended more on ceremonial problems and pregnancies
than on religious attitudes.
Generally, the entrails were buried in St Stephen's Cathedral in Vienna; the hearls
in the Loreto chapel in thc court church of St Augustine.
40 For Ferdinand II, the night was chosen because 'in dergleichen fahlen ein mehrere
apparcnz als bey tag geben thut' (in such cases there is a greater eflect lhan during
daytime) (HHSA HA FA K. 66, Konv. z. [os. 11-20). Cf. also Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer',
45

46

249'

49 Ibid. 237-68; Hawlik-van de Water, Der sduine Tod, 59-65. For joseph I cf. HHSA
ÄZA K. 23, Konv. t joseph 1., fo. 31v. The wh oie process was so strongly regulated that
the order o[ precedence to be followed by the members of the urriversity in the case of
proc.essions on the occasion of the burial 01' members of the ruling house was laid down
in Scction VI of the printcd Ordo procedendi dominorum dociMum ad acIDs cl consessvs academico.\
(1641) by thc Vice-Chancellor of the Cniversity of Vierma,johann Wilhe1m Mannagetta,

reveal a decline in personal interest in the event. In I7II, valets
had already helped the chamberlains to carry the coffin;50 by
I765 the chamberlains only touched the coffin, and only für
ceremonial reasons (pro decore).51 As religious concerns (for
example, the notion that animals such as horses must not follow
the cross in the procession) became less compelling, coaches
were used to carry the coffin in the eighteenth century.
Beginning with a funeral in I762, a hearse was used für archdukes and archduchesses by order of Maria Theresa who, like
Joseph 11, was herself carried in a hearseY This significantly
relaxed the ceremonial order of those who had to walk in thc
procession. 53
In the case of royal funerals, the Capuchin church was
prepared for the solemn reception of the prücessiün and the
coffin. 54 Access to thc church was strictly regulated, so that only
members üf the dynasty, courtiers, representatives of thc Estates,
and priests could enter. The coffin was received by a procession
of monks at the entrance, and taken into the church while the
psalm Miserere was sung. The crucifix and the funeral insignia
were then remüved from the coffin. While the court musicians
sang the Lihera me Domine once more, the dead emperor was
consecrated by the Bishop of Vienna with the assistance of
numerous priests. Finally, Capuchin monks carried the coffin
down into the crypt. At this point most of those present left the
church, except for the bi shop and the other priests, who
remained tü perfürm the last rites in the crypt. 'The coffin was
üpened für a last cünsecratiün and für an identificatiün of the
corpse by the Guardian üf the Capuchins and the High Steward.
Then the coffin was clüsed, one key was kept by the Guardian
and the üther by the High Steward, who later had it placed in
the treasure vault. Changes in this part üf the funeral were rare,
and hardly related tü religious matters,55 largely because the
J

HHSA ÄZA K. 23, Konv. t Joseph 1., fos.
HHSA ÄZA K. 69, Konv. ll, fos. 127-130'.
Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer', 24y,6:
guardsmen carried the colfin (ibid. 261).
Ibid. 250-1. Maria Theresa had a walking and a driving conduct (HHSA HA FA
K. 68, Konv. t Maria Theresia, 10. 143-143'; Stangl. 'Tod und Trauer', 26g-8).
53 Cf. e.g. HHSA HA FA K. 68, Konv. t Maria Theresia, fo. 143-143'.
5" Hawlik-van de ;,Vater, Der schöne Tod, 72, states that anrique funeral symbols were
used.
Ibid. 71-8; Vocelka and Heller, Lebellswelt der Habsburger, 296'304; dispersal of the
moumers as official end of the burial: HHSA AZA K. 92, fo. 24: no identification in the
50

51

Capuchins kept a special re cord of their own that supplemented
the ceremonial records and served as a guideline for the ritual
until IgIS. 56

1he Exequies
Exequies for the emperors, aseries of masses and prayers for the
soul of the defunct held over several days, were held in churches
throughout the Habsburg monarchy and even beyond. 57 From
the I6S0S to the end of the eighteenth century, the exequies at
court were celebrated in the presence of the emperor's successor
and other members of the dynasty after the burial; they consisted
of aseries ofvigils and requiem masses (accompanied by court
musicians) in the church of St Augustine, where a castrum dolom
had been erected, and las ted for at least three days. The exequies
for Leopold I in I70S began approximately one month after his
death (once the castrum dolons was ready) with a first vigil on a
Sunday, the first requiem mass and the second vigil on Monday,
the second requiem mass and the third vigil on Tuesday, and
closed with the third requiem mass and a mass of praise on
\Vednesday. Each requiem mass was followed by a special absolution, the absolutio ad tumulum. Funeral sermons were read on
Monday and Tuesday. The church beUs of Vienna rang on these
days from 12 noon to 1 p.m. on Sunday, from 9 to IO a.m. and
from 12 no on to 1 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday, and from 9 to
IO a.m. on Wednesday. High-ranking priests performed the liturgical functions, most visibly the bishops, but also a cardinal, a
number of prelates, court chaplains, and Augustinian monks.
The attendantsnoble ladies of the court and the town, cardinaIs, ambassadors, ministers of state, courtiers, chamberlains,
prelates, and rich landowners-were invited by the court and
appeared in filiI mourning clothes. 58
This sequence of religious functions remained unchanged
throughout the century since it was regulated by both church
case of Francis I: Khevenhüller-Metsch and Schlitter (eds.), Tilgebuch des Fürstcl!
lflwvctlhüller-Metsch, vi, 1:'}6; presence of the Lord Chamberlain and the High Steward in
the crypt: HHSA ÄZA K. 23. Konv. t Joseph 1., fos. 22 ff,; alternative entranee in case of
driving conducl~: Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer', 260,
Ibid, 2723; Hawlik-van de Water, Der JchtJi!e Tod. 69.
Ibid, 167, wüh the example of 1705. For an explanation of the exequies cr. StangL
'Tod und Trauer', 301.
58 HHSA ZA Prot. 7, fos. 359--:362v,
56
57

and court ceremoniaP9 However, as the court celebrated so
many exequies, not only for the members of the House of
Habsburg, but also for members of affiliated families and other
dynasties, and as the occasions differed from each other in many
matters-from the number of vigils held to the duration of the
subsequent mourning period and the details of the mourning
clothes of the noble attendants-the exequies had already been
more or less systematized by 1720. This system was frequently
reviewed, however, especially in 1746 and 1767, and the modifi~
cations were almost always reductionsin the sumptuousness of
the mourning clothes, in the number of people for whom
exequies were celebrated, and in the individual parts of the
exequies. In 1766 Joseph II excluded exequies in cases of kinship
by marriage;60 when presented with the plans for the exequies of
his mother, Maria Theresa, who had forbidden a funeral sermon
for herself, he accepted the three vigils and requiem masses but
rejected the celebration of a mass of praise. 61
2.

The Ambiguiry if the Artistic Elements

7he castrum doloris
Within this religious and ceremonial framework, the castrum dolom
was an ephemeral structure full of different symbols of artistic
design and highly flexible in both its religious and political
message. For this reason it has often been seen as the centre of
the exequies and even of the funeral itself, which-from this
perspective--constituted a deeply profane demonstration of the
House of Habsburg's authority, intended to both glorify and
legitimize the monarchy.62 But even the eighteenth-century castra
dolons, which appear as profane statements of either monarchical
power, neo-classicism, or Enlightenment ideas, none the less
59 The prelates' ceremonial dispute about the obligation 10 assist during the exequies:
HHSA /\LA K. 23, Konv. tJoseph L, fo. 6-6'; when the Empress emphasized the aspect
of devotion, they accepted a compromise.
60 Slangl, 'Tod und Trauer',
61 'jedoch ohne Lobamt da
nirgends bekanl aufgehoben worden' (without a
mass of praise, however, sinee it has been aholished as completely unknown) (HHSA
ÄZA K. 90, Konv. t Maria Theresia, fo. 276). Magdalena Hawlik-van de Water, Die
Kapu:;.inergrufl: Begräbnisstätte der Habsburgl' in Wien (Vienna, IgB7). 5°-2, For Joseph H, dassica! exequies were held, but without the mass of praise (HHSA AZA K. g2, Konv. t
Joseph TL, fo, 56),
62 Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer', 304 with refereuce 10 Brix, 'Trauergerüste'.

contained symbolic elements which aHowed a Christian view of
the castrum dolons. 63 They retained an inherent ambiguity which
allowed for different, even contrasting, interpretations, depending
on the spectator. 64
The castrum downs had evolved from the medieval chapelle ardente
(buming chapel), which was the place where the absolutio ad
tumulum was performed. It had been adapted to the Habsburg
funeral tradition for the exequies organized by Charles V for his
grandfather in Brussels (1516), and his own exequies in Brussels
and Augsburg in 1558 and 1559 respectively. When :Ferdinand I
died, the events in Augsburg were taken as a model for the
exequies in Vienna in 1565.65 Thus the castrum dolans became an
essential element of the funerals of the Habsburg emperors.
However, in the beginning the Austrian line reduced the elements
drawn from antiquity and those indicating a triumph, and emphasized instead symbols of Christianity. The unity of the Habsburg
reign and the Catholic faith was symbolized by the castra dolons for
Rudolf II and Matthias; the latter's castrum dolons showed Church
Fathers, Evangelists, and obelisks as signs of the triumphant
Church as weH as an intricate Christian numerology.66
Though we do not know what the castra da loris for Ferrnnand
II looked like, records reveal the important fact that t\vo models
were ordered to allow a choice to be made between them, and
that the artists proposed competing programmatic visions.o 7
From this time on, the castra dolans were part of the development
both of art and leamed discourse. As a result, the castrum dolans
for Empress Maria Anna (1646) foeused on representations of
her aneestors (not without reference to Roman portraits), on the
Empress herself and her children, and on the dynasty, whereas
the one for Ferdinand IV symbolized the apotheosis of the King
See the reproductions in Brix, 'Trauergerüste'; Liselottc Popelka, Gastrum Doloris
oder 'Trauriger Schauplalz:' Untersuchungen zu E,'lltstehung und Wesen ephernerer Architektur (Vienna,
1994); Hawlik-van de Water, Der scMne Tod.
64 Brix, 'Trauergerüste', 243: 'viele Bedeutungsschichten' (many layers ofmeaning).
65 lhid. Z09-H. Cf. the detailed report hy the fascinated imperial amhassador to
Spain, Adam von Dietrichstein, on the 'Cappellen oder Castrum doloris (wie sie es
nennen)' (chapel, or Gas/rum dolons, as they call it) in HHSA HA FA K. 60, Konv. 6, fos.
36', Madrid, 70ct. 1654.
66 Brix, 'Trauergerüste', 227.
67 HHSA HA FA K. 66, Konv. 2, fo. 12" (Ferdinand ll); ihid. Kon\'. 5, fo. 538 (Maria
A.l1na); cf. Hawlik-van de Water, Der sc/rom Tod, ,69-7°, and the hints in Brix's cataIogue,
Trauergeruste', 253-65.

with its triumphal arch and the victory ofbelief over death. The
castrum dalaris which the Jesuits erected for Ferdinand III, on the
other hand, was inspired by the interpretation of the chapeite
ardente as a Roman pyre (rogus) and the idea of the apotheosis as a
kind of Roman consecration (cansecratia).68
The unity between ruler and faith that had been expressed
around 1600 faded at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
Five castra dalaris were erected in Viennese churches for the
exequies of Leopold I. In the church of St Augustine, the
Emperor was celebrated as a representative of the Habsburg
Empire, with references to his victories, his virtues, and (at the
top) his apotheosis: a personification of immortality receives the
portrait of the divine Emperor, which is carried by an eagle.
Another castrum dalaris displays the programme of mansuetuda
(clemency), referring to his secular power, his virtues, and his
resurrection or apotheosis, and celebrates the Emperor as 'a new
King David'. A third pays homage to his ,,'ictories over the
Ottoman Empire, while another refers to Roman funeral architecture and presents the Emperor in secular form as a hero in a
hall of farne.
Six castra da loris were erected for ]oseph I in 17II, and the
degree of diversity increased again. Instead of complicated
maxims, the visual language of Roman coins was used by the
historians and artists who together designed these temporary
structures. The main topics were the Emperor's victories over
the Turks, represented by colossal columns; his virtues; his path
to heaven in a chariot; his apotheosis; and the representation of
aneient funeral and triumphal architecture. 69 Under the reign of
Charles VI, this diversity took on a new aspect. The design of
the many official castra dolaris was mainly in the hands of those
responsible for the decorations at imperial eeremonies and
feasts~people who preferred ornamental refinement to ambitious programmatie statements. The Viennese city magistrate,
however, ineorporated learned literary eoneepts that were
inspired by Roman eoins, and identified Vienna with aneient
Rome in the castrum doloris for Eleonore Magdalena Theresia
Schemper-Sparholz, 'Das Münzbildnis als kritische
des 18. Jahrhunderts in ''''jen', Jahrbuch der kunsthi165-88.

(1720).7° The castra doloris erected by the magistrate and the
university of Vienna for Charles VI hirnself in 1740 appealed to
public sentiments, the former as a mausoleum with the ums of
the Habsburg emperors surrounded by battle pieces in 'both
aneient and modern architeeture', the latter as an arehaic burial
site under a celestial sphere. \Vhereas these castra doloris were
designed as monuments, the court had ereeted a rather unassuming castrum doloris that hardly eonveyed a message. 71
Several reasons have been suggested to explain why the offieial castra doloris passed their peak at that time. In 1729 a castrum
dolons eollapsed, killing two workmen. Earlier, in 1726, a dispute
arose about the panegyrieal inseriptions that were eritieized as
being too flattering or too feeble. In order to avoid sueh eriticism, the Emperor resolved to ban inseriptions from the offieial
castra doloris altogether. 72 In addition, Stangl offers the classical
Enlightenment justification of redueing unnecessary costs to
explain the construction in 1751 of a cheap castrum doloris
designed to be adaptable for use in all future exequies by simply
attaching the relevant coat of arms. This led to a reduction in
the time that elapsed betvveen the burial and the exequies, which
from 1761 began the day after the burial-Ieaving no time for
any changes to the outward appearance of the castrum doloris. 73
Brix stresses that major artists were no longer interested in this
now old-fashioned type of architecture, dominated as it was by
sterile mannerism. 74 He suggests that the castrum doloris as a
GesamtkunsttBerk,75 combining religious and political dimensions,
no longer appealed either to the artists or, probably, the clergyJ6
The pompous courtly exequies had even lost their relevance as
an expression of political and dynastie ideas. 77
As state, dynasty, and religion drifted away from each other,
each evolved distinet symbolie forms and media of representation
70 Brix, 'Trauergerüste', 244-8. The description of this elLrttum dowris refers to Roman
temples of virtue and honour. Thc inscriptions identify virtues and deities, including the
'PIETAS AVGVSTA' (HHSA HA FA K. 67, Konv. 1720).
71 Brix, 'Trauergerüste " 248~52.
72 Hawlik-van de Water, Der schone Tod, 168-9.
73 Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer', 330-1, 3°8---<).
74 Brix, 'Trauergerüste', 252 •
7S Popelka, ClLrtlUm !UJloris, 104.
76 Brix, 'Trauergerüste', states that the 'absollltio ad tumlllum' was penormed 'only
symbolically'.
77 Ibid. 225; with reference 10 Stangl, 'Tod und Trauer', 304.

that could not be convincingly united in interaction-based models
of representation such as funerals or coronations. 78 However, 1:\\10
essential elements in the representation of the monarchy at thi3
time developed out of the royal funeral. Üne was the chapel of
Loreto at the centre of the court church of St Augustine, which
had been the customary burial site for the hearts of most members
of the dynasty since 1654. It was probably the most sacred place
for the Habsburg dynasty untilJoseph II removed it in the I780s
to a remote place in the same church. 79 The other was the
Capuchin crypt, which, du ring the first half of the eighteenth
century developed into an open public space, a showcase of imperial rule. Within this new setting of monumental memorials, the
ephemeral castrum dolom became a courtly requirement which, by
1765, was hardly ever interpreted in a religious way. The Viennese
newspaper wrote of the castrum dolans for Francis I that any
connoisseur could admire the size and magnificence of this majestic, beautiful, and weU-proportioned 'iVlausoläum'. 80 \Vhereas the
city of Vienna erected an elaborate castrum dolom in neo-classical
style for Maria Theresa in 1781 in St Stephen's Cathedral, with
references to religion and piety as weU as to the sciences, arts,
commerce, and glory,81 the castrum dolom ordered by the court
outs hone it only because of the many candles required by the
architect. The epithet 'splendid' (prächtig) in the ceremonial
records was used before it was erected, and seems quite formal. 82
Accordingly, the castrum do!ons for Joseph II is described in the
same records as 'splendidly illuminated'.83
7R Andreas Gestrich, Absolutismus und Offentlichkeit: Politische Kommuniklltion in DeutlcMand
zu Beginn des I8 . .Jahrhunderts (Göttingen, 1994); Vocelka and Heller, Lebenswelt. 305.
79 Hawlik-van de Water, Der schifne Iod, 85-9; CoeJestin Wolfsgruber, Die Hqfkirche zU
S. Augustin in Wien
1888); Brix, 'Trauergcruste', 239; Stang], 'Tod und Trauer'.
Some hearts are also
in SI Stephen's Cathedral. See Marquard Herrgott,
Taphographia Principum Al/sITiae, 2 vols. (Saukt Blasien, 1772). ii. tabula XV.
HO Staugi, 'Tod uud Trauer', 331. Cf. HHSA AZA K. 69, Konv. Il, fos. 132, 134;
'dermahlen werden die
gehalten: das Castrum Doloris ist von außerordeml cn
Decoration und ist
noch nie gesehen worden' (at the moment exequiC's are
is of exceptional beauty and such a thing has neyer been
being held: the castrum
seen before), Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart, A 16a Büschel 245: dispatch by Friedrich
Staub, Vienna 4
BI HHSA HA
Konv. Maria Theresia, fos. 228-31.
82 HHSA AZA K. 90, Konv.
Maria Theresia, fos. 1--2, bath: 30
Nov. 1780. Maria Theresa lied Oll 29 Nov.
and the lying-in-state lasted !rom I to 3
December.
83 HHSA AZA K. 92, Konv. t Joseph 11., fo. 69; cf for the exequies, ibid. fos. 34. 38.
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The Crypt
The Capuehin erypt in Vienna-still famous today-was
endowed, with the Capuehin monastery, as aburial place für
Emperor Matthias and his v."ife Empress Anna only in the seventeenth century, and it was not finished until the early 163os.
However, it was not yet associated with the plan to establish
a second, permanent burial place in Vienna-St Stephen's
Cathedral already contained the graves of a number of medieval
Habsburgs. The successor to Matthias, Ferdinand 11, had already
had a mausoleum erected for hirns elf in Graz, and was buried
there in 1637. By contrast, Ferdinand III buried several ofhis children, who had died early, and two wives, in the crypt where
Matthias and Anna were interred. This is probably why he also
buried King Ferdinand IV in the small chamber in 1654, and later,
shordy before his own death, named it as his burial chamber, thus
establishing the tradition of the 'Kapuzinergruft' as the crypt of
the emperors. 84 By the twentieth century, the crypt had been
expanded on a number of occasions, but it was the eighteentheentury works that first created an adequate framework for the
presentation of the baroque sareophagi plaeed on show there.
After the incorporation of an underground ehapel fitted with
an altar, the erypt was opened to the public in 1717. As early as
q:w, Charles VI had grilles put up to proteet the sareophagi
from the proximity of the crowds. The publie also had access to
engravings of the sumptuous baroque sarcophagi.85 In 1753,
A list ofroyal infants and '\\~ves buried there can be found in Hawlik-van de Water,
for the histOlY o[ the foundation and construction ibid. [6-20. For
an overview cf. Vocelka and Heller, Lebenswelt, 305-19; Hawlik-van de \Vater's source for
the inscriptions is Coelestin Wolfsgruber, Die Kai<ergrufi bei den Kapuzinern in Wüm (Vienna,
J 887). Herrgott, Taphographia Principum Austriae, ii, deals with the burial sites of the
Habsburg dynasty known at that time, including Spain, and contains aseries of engravings. Thc author, an abbot influenced by Enlightenment ideas, confirms at the very
beginning of his introduction that in the history 01' mankind funerals have always been a
religious undertaking (ibid, i, Praefatio): 'Religiosa fuit semper inter mortales sui fati
memores funennn cura, atqllc inter sancriora loca OInni aetate sepulcra sunt relata.'
Jarnes Steven Curl, Death and An:hitecture: An lntroductwn w FuneraT)' and Commemorative
Buildings in the Western European Traditüm, with some COllsideratwn of tfleir Settings (Stroud,
ZOO'l), I'l6. describes the
as folIows: 'This vault has an assemblage of funerary art in
elfect is almost overpowering, while the images of skulls
such concentrations that
crowned, panoplies of the insignia nf power, and massive sarkophagi contribute to its
oppressiveness.'
83 Hawlik-van de Water, Kapuziller.g17!f/, 52 3; cf: Schemper-Sparholz, 'Münzbildnis als
kritische Form', 174.
84

Kapu;jner~f/, 280-[;
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while the couple were still alive, a high-ceilinged crypt with
natural illumination was erected to hold the monumental double
sarcophagus of Maria Theresa and Francis 1. Joseph II, finally,
removed the altar from the crypt. Its anteroom had already been
reduced in size to make space für another sarcophagus. Thus
Joseph II made room for his own sarcophagus and those of his
followers, and dosed the crypt to the public in 1787. His successor, Leopold II (1790-2), by contrast, admitted the public to the
crypt again. B6
lJnlike the castra doloris, the metal sarcophagi were expected to
last. From the first decade of the eighteenth century on, they were
designed as magnificent monuments to the emperors, detailing
their apotheoses, virtues, and victories. The emblems of vanity
were reduced, whilst the dominant Christian symbol, the crucifix
on top of the sarcophagus, vanished altogether in the eighteenth
century. In the seventeenth century (and earlier), there were few
sarcophagi without a crucifix. As a rule, it was attached to the
head end of the coiEn. In the late seventeenth century, a skull was
frequendy added. In the eighteenth century, the sarcophagus of
Leopold I also had a crown on a cushion, and an eagle bearing
the epigraph;B7 the sarcophagus ofJoseph I still has a crucifix and
the crown on a cushion. However, the sarcophagus is crowned by
two cherubs, one of which holds a victor's wreath and a snake
forrning a circle with its tail in its mouth, the other a trumpet and
a medaIlion bearing the Emperor's portrait. In both cases, the
skulls on the sarcophagus have been moved down to the foot end,
and are somewhat separate. The sarcophagi of Charles VI, and
Francis land Maria Theresa (erected in 1754) do not have a
crucifix. The sarcophagus ofJ oseph 11 is, consistendy, decorated
not with a crucifix but .vith a simple hammered cross. In the later
eighteenth century, the crucifix in association with crowns is rare,
and appears on the sarcophagi mainly of fernale members of the
dynasty. In the course of the nineteenth-century Restoration
period, however, it makes a comeback. BB
R6 Hawlik-van de Water, Kapuzinergrufi, !ZO. Und er the reign ofLeopold n the crypt
had about fifty visitors daily in the summer and about ten daily in the winter, ibid. 53.
The reduction in size of the room with altar is ilIustrated in Herrgott, Taphographia, ii.
tabulae LXX and LXXXVIII.
87 Ibid.
88 For crucifixes on the sarcophagi of Archduchess Johanna Gabriela (died 1762),
MariaJpsepha (died '767), and Archduke KariJoseph (died 176,) see Hawlik-van de
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In addition to the reduced frequency of Christian symbols on
the sarcophagi, we must also register a strong increase in profane
elements. The sarcophagus ofJoseph I just mentioned initiated
this trend. It was based on a design by the court artistJohann
Lukas von Hildebrandt, presumably drawn up in line with the
concept put forward by the imperial historiographer Carl Gustav
Heraeus, who also provided ideas drawn from classical antiquity
for the design of castra dolons. 89 The sarcophagus be ars a medallion with a portrait, which, in innovative style, combines 'the
portrait on a coin, historia or allegory, and inscription'Yo And, for
the first time, an emperor's sarcophagus contains an image of a
profane historical event. The Batde of Turin (1706) is depicted in
the French Histoire mitallique style. The sarcophagus of Charles
VI, measuring more than two metres high by three metres in
length, continues this trend of reducing Christian symbolism even
further. It contains, among other things, a portrait medallion with
a cherub, crowns, and other insignia, and depicts a batde on the
front. Crowned skulls adorn each of the four corners.
On the double sarcophagus housing Maria Theresa and
Francis I, in whose design the Empress was actively involved, the
symbols of vanity are even more reduced. On top of the
sarcophagus rest reclining figures of the two rulers, with the
upper body raised and faces turned towards each other, jointly
holding a sceptre. Above them, a cherub holds a wreath of stars.
He has already put aside the trumpet ",ith which he announced
the resurrection. The four sides of the sarcophagus, all equally
visible because of its centrallocation in the chamber, contain
pictures drawn from the life of the rulers, including coronation
seen es and, at the foot end, an image of the crossing of the Rhine
in 1744. Two skulls are attached to the head, and two to the foot
end. The cross appears oniy on the crown held aloft by four
cherubs sitting on the corners of the raised sarcophagus, and on
the crowns lying behind the ruiers. The decorative scheme of
this sarcophagus, too, is clearly dominated by profane elements.
Water, Kapu::.inergrujl, [72, [74, 176; for Maria Magdalena (died 1746) and Eleonore
Magdalena Theresia (died 1720) see Herrgott, Taphographia, ii. tabula LXX,"{IV; for Igthand 2oth-century crucifixes See Hawlik-van de Water, Kapu:dnergrujl, passim.
89 Schemper-Sparholz, 'Münzbildnis als kritische Form', '72-4- Heraeus served both
Joseph land Charles VI.
90 Ibid. '72, with reproductions of the engravings of the sarcophagi ofJoseph I and
Charles VI from Herrgott, Taphographia.
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Admittedly, the inscriptions refer equally clearly to the extraordinary Christian pietas ofMaria Theresa. 91 Joseph lI's sarcophagus, only a little bigger than anormal coffin, presents a complete
contrast, and was made only of copper. It demonstrated his ideas
about the role of the monarch in the age of Enlightenment.
Apart from a hammer cd cross it is undecorated, and has only a
simple plate for an inscription. Leopold II'g sarcophagus is similady austere, although the idea of a representative funerary
monument was realized elsewhere,92
The Capuchin crypt of the Habsburg emperors thus became a
central memorial to the dynasty. Visitors, however, were free to
view the sarcophagi and their broad and heterogeneous range of
Christian, profane, neo-c1assical, and contemporary symbolism
in their own way. They might merely satisfy their curiosity, or
perhaps try to steal part of a sarcophagus, they might harbour
religious feelings or just venerate the past. \Ve read about sudden
emotional outbursts, such as te ars shed in sentimental veneration
of thc Countess Fuchs, the only non-Habsburg interred in the
crypt, and about a prominent visitor, Napoleon I, who drew the
following condusion: 'Vanitas Vanitatcm-hors la force.'93

111. Conclusion
Habsburg funcrals have an ambivalent place in the religious
culture of the Viennese court in the eighteenth century. The
sequence of imperial funerals can be seen as revealing a dedinc
in the relevance of religious mattcrs, despite the fact that funerals
werc a highly traditional procedure. Thc impact of the increasingly well-organized ceremonial regime of the court meant that
some parts of the funeral retaincd a rigidIy traditional form,
91 'SOlA. FERE. Sill. DEO. NlXA. PfETATE. ET. CONSTANTIA. PATER:-;-A. REGNA. CONTRA.
HOSTES. l'OTENTlSS. ADSERVlT.' (Hawlik-van de Water, KaJm::.inergnifl, 155). For the

sarcophagi made by the Sculplor r-.loll, see Ulrikc König, 'Balthasar Ferdiuand Moll: Ein
Bildhauer des Wiener Spätbarock' (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Vienna.
Hawlik-van de Water, Kapu::.inergrufi, 212~13. His neo-dassical cenotaph, which was
modelIed on medieval tumba graves, was too big for the crypt or even the Capuchin
church. Instead, il was erected in a remote chapel of the court church of St Augustine.
Even here, Christian symbols are heavily, though not entirely, reduced.
9:; Hawlik-van de Water, Kapu::.il1ergrujl, 53.
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including its Christian character and content; other parts were
much more open to being fashioned into the profane expression
of an enlightened monarchy. Where changes were made, the
expression of intense pious concern was weakened, though the
religious framework, upheld, ironically, by the court ceremonial
and the crypt w;th an altar, never entirely disappeared from any
part of the funeral.
In this development, an important distinction is that between
interactive, ceremonial acts (lying-in-state, procession, burial,
and exequies) and elements offering more opportunity for
creative expression (the castrum dolans as part of the exequies and
the crypt as part of the burial). In addition, we must distinguish
between ephemeral art and durable monuments. From the
mid-seventeenth century, the Christian statements made by
ephemeral art in the form of the castrum doloris were heavily
supplemented by the addition of profane elements. In the early
eighteenth century, under the inßuence of a circle of scholars and
artists, the Christian symbols commonly used were even more
overshadowed by neo-classical interpretations which emphasized
the tradition of the Roman Empire. The highly diversified
symbolic messages of the castra dolons increasingly left the realms
of an officially defined Christian faith. Yet from about the second
third of the eighteenth century, this ephemeral form of art, tied
to the ceremonial events, received less and less attention from the
dynasty and the artists. The intermingling of sacred and secular
seems to have pleased neither the public nor the participants
after about 1740.
The main function of monarchical representation seems to
have shifted to the Capuchin crypt, which became a permanent
monument to an official-and popular--memorial culture.
From the 1720S it was open to the public and functioned as a
showcase for the Habsburg sarcophagi, which were works of
art and decoration shaped by scholarly and creative ideas.
Previously marked as unambiguously Christian by the fact that
the crucifix was the dominant element, the sarcophagi developed into an iconographically rich ensemble representing
power. Christian motifs were marginalized, but never disappeared entirely.
The dynamic of change in the elements of funerals thus
proved to be dependent both on the ceremonial organization of
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the court and on its receptiveness to contemporary learned
discourse and artistic expression. However, a number of open
questions remain. To what extent was religious experience associated with the various events of the total funeral, via the references to religious signs and symbols? What role did the media
and distance in time play in determining how the dynasty, the
planners, the active participants, observers, readers, viewers of
engravings, and visitors to the crypt interpreted each element?

